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Introduction  
3UDFWLWLRQHUUHVHDUFKµLQYROYHVDSUDFWLWLRQHURUDJURXSRISUDFWLWLRQHUVFDUU\LQJRXW
HQTXLU\LQRUGHUWREHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGWKHLURZQSUDFWLFHDQGWRLPSURYHVHUYLFHHIIHFWLYHQHVV¶
(Mitchell, Lunt, & Shaw, 2009, p. 1). Although there is a burgeoning research literature about 
practitioner research in a range of contexts (such as education, social work and nursing), the 
literature tends to focus on the production of research and the building of research capacity; there 
is limited direct exploration of practitioner research as a vehicle for knowledge mobilisation.  
Knowledge mobilisation (KM) is an imperfect and occasionally confusing term which is 
XVHGWRGHVFULEH³PRYLQJNQRZOHGJH´(Fenwick & Farrall, 2012, p. 1) and making knowledge 
ready for action. 7KLVFDQEHXQGHUVWRRGDVPDNLQJ³NQRZOHGJHDYDLODEOHIRUUHDO-time use in a 
IRUPZKLFKLVDGDSWHGWRWKHFRQWH[W´(Carlsson, Mezei, & Brunelli, 2013, p. 52). The knowledge 
PRELOLVDWLRQOLWHUDWXUHRIWHQIRFXVHVRQUHVHDUFKDQGWXUQLQJ³UHVHDUFKLQWRDFWLRQ´(Phipps & 
Shapson, 2009, p. 213) though some authors also highlight that other forms of knowledge exist 
and can be mobilised, such as experiential knowledge and practice wisdom (Davies, Powell, & 
Nutley, 2015). A range of related notions cluster in this field, such as knowledge translation, 
knowledge exchange (KE), knowledge transfer (KT), knowledge co-production and knowledge 
brokerage. It is suggested here that knowledge mobilisation is a helpful catch all term which 
encapsulates the range of processes and activities identified and implied by these other labels. 
The commonality across all of this knowledge related activity is the expectation that the process 
of mobilising knowledge into action will be complex and messy (Graham et al., 2006). This 
echoes our experience during a KM project focused on practitioner research funded by the ESRC 
(ES/J010820/1) called PROP (Practitioner Research: Older People) which focused on health and 
social care (http://blogs.iriss.org.uk/prop/). In this project health and social care practitioners 
were supported to undertake research projects related to their work, and to then disseminate and 
use the research findings to inform their work.  
3UDFWLWLRQHUEDVHGNQRZOHGJHFDQLQYROYHERWKµFUDIWNQRZOHGJH¶ZKLFKLVNQRZOHGJH
HPERGLHGLQDQDSSOLHGVNLOODQGµSUDFWLFHZLVGRP¶WKHDELOLW\WRDSSO\NQRZOHGJHWRDVSHFLILF
situation or case. In practitioner research, practitioners bring with them these craft and wisdom 
practice knowledge forms, and then also engage with research knowledge. In so doing, the field 
of practitioner research moves beyond the idea of the µWZRZRUOGV¶RI research evidence and 
practice. Practitioner research can potentially involve blending knowledge types (i.e. the bi-
directional integration and application of practitioner knowledge and research evidence). 
Practitioner research can also encourage recognition and respect for practice-based knowledge as 
well as research knowledge. With one foot in practice and one in research, and so operating in an 
in-between space, practitioner research can be a useful vehicle for reflecting about knowledge 
which traverses the traditional boundaries of research or practice wisdom (for a useful distinction 
of knowledge models and metaphors, and their relationship with practice, see Greenhalgh & 
Wieringa, 2011, pp. 504-505). Through the PROP project we operated in such an in-between 
space which, we argue here, helped us better understand and support knowledge mobilisation. 
However, the experience also highlighted that more could be done to recognise and utilise the 
different knowledges of all the actors involved. 
The PROP project achieved impressive advances at the individual level, with gains in 
skills, confidence and knowledge for those involved. However, some of the SURMHFW¶Vwider 
ambitions for process and organisational change were not as successful. We started to ask why 
that was and whether even more could have been achieved by taking a different approach. In this 
paper we present key findings from our research on practitioner-led inquiry (Stocks-Rankin, 
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Lightowler, & Wilkinson, 2014), exploring how practitioner research projects can contribute to 
knowledge mobilisation. We share our analysis of and reflections about the particular successes 
of this project, and explore the areas where it could have had greater impact.  
In analysing our findings, we came to the realisation that current models of knowledge 
mobilisation tend to look at parts of the picture (individual level change, the knowledge 
brokerage role, organisational context and so on), rather than the interaction of these elements. 
This leads us to conclude that a more holistic model of KM is required to inform both the 
planning and evaluation of KM initiatives. The new model for KM that we have developed takes 
account of the actors involved, their environmental context, the content and type of knowledge at 
the heart of the process, the mechanisms through which the knowledge is mobilised, and the 
principles and values which underpin the endeavor. We suggest that it is the relationships and 
interactions between these five elements as a whole system that are critical in KM.  
In this paper, we begin by connecting the evidence on practitioner-research with the 
broader KM literature, showing the particular strengths that a comparison and integration of 
these fields of inquiry can offer. The integration of these two fields of inquiry forms the basis for 
our study. In the next section we provide details about the PROP project, sharing the logic model 
which underpins the approach taken and the evaluation methodology that was deployed. Our 
findings highlight the impacts of the practitioner research programme, and discuss some of the 
barriers and enablers to impact. We explore the significance of these barriers in the discussion 
section, and use them as a prompt for further theoretical work. Finally, we present a KM model 
which builds on the extensive theoretical and empirical work in this field, drawing together a 
range of other frameworks which have focused on particular elements of the KM process. We 
suggest that the planning, process and evaluation of KM activity would be significantly 
strengthened if these different elements were brought together in one over-arching framework.  
  
Connecting practitioner-research with knowledge mobilisation 
Despite growing attention being paid to both µNQRZOHGJHPRELOLVDWLRQ¶DQGµSUDFWLWLRQHU
UHVHDUFK¶ across various literatures, the two concepts and literatures have rarely been linked 
(Exceptions being: Casey, 2013; Smith et al., 2012; Wilkinson, Gallagher, & Smith, 2012). 
Practitioner-research operates in a space between practice-wisdom and research-evidence. It 
involves the interplay between the generation of formalised empirical and theoretical research 
knowledge and a SUDFWLWLRQHU¶V emergent understanding of people, services and support (Gabbay 
and le May, 2004). Given this interplay, we suggest that there is significant untapped potential to 
think about practitioner-led inquiry as a vehicle of knowledge mobilisation. We draw 
comparisons between the two literatures to show some of the strengths that can be drawn from an 
integration of these approaches. 
There is a burgeoning field of evidence, experience and theory around the practice of 
knowledge mobilisation ± particularly in relation to the health system (Buchanan, 2013; Cooper, 
2014; Ellwood, Thorpe, & Coleman, 2013; Ferlie, Crilly, Jashapara, & Peckham, 2012; Kislov, 
Waterman, Harvey, & Boaden, 2014; Moss, 2013; Phipps & Shapson, 2009). Knowledge 
mobilisation initiatives often take the form of relatively short-term projects dependent on limited 
funding, which raises issues about the long-WHUPVXVWDLQDELOLW\RI.0´.LVORY:DWHUPan, 
Harvey, & Boaden, 2014, p. 166). In exploring the literature about what knowledge mobilisation 
initiatives focus on we identified that significant attention was paid to capacity building, at the 
individual and organisation levels. In work focused on the health sector several commentators 
note a development of KM over time, moving from single short-term KM initiatives to a 
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recognition of the need to build organisation capacity (Kislov et al., 2014; Dobbins et al., 2009). 
However, as Kislov and colleagues highlight, such capacity building tends to focus on 
developing skills to do rather than apply research, indicating there is still some way to go to 
develop specific capacity for KM (Kislov et al., 2014, p. 167). 
Investigations of knowledge mobilisation processes have been dominated by discussions 
of boundary spanning and knowledge brokering (Bielak, Campbell, Pope, Schaefer, & Shaxson, 
2008; Cooper, 2014; Currie & White, 2012; Dobbins et al., 2009; Frost et al., 2012; Hargadon, 
2002; Kislov, Hodgson & Boaden, 2016; Knight & Lightowler, 2010; Lomas, 2007; Meyer, 
2010; Schlierf & Meyer, 2013; Ward, House & Hamer, 2009; Waring, Currie, Crompton, & 
Bishop, 2013; Ziam, Landry, & Amara, 2012). In much of the literature knowledge brokers are 
characterised as being µin between worlds¶)RUH[DPSOH Lomas uses the language of ³WKHLQ-
EHWZHHQZRUOGRINQRZOHGJHEURNHULQJ´ (Lomas, 2007):DUGHWDOGHVFULEHKRZ³NQRZOHGJH
brokers are) positioned at the interface between the worlds of researcher and policy decision 
PDNHUV´:DUGHWDO 2009, p.268), and %LHODNHWDOGHILQHNQRZOHGJHEURNHUVDV³WUDQVODWRUVRU
interpreters between the two worlds (of science and policy) (Bielak et al., 2008, p.7).  While 
µZRUOGV¶PD\QRWDOZD\VEH the right concept ± WKHWKHPHRIµLQEHWZHHQ-QHVV¶LVGRPLQDQW
Meyer, for example, argues that it is more fruitful to think about brokers as being µin between¶ 
peripheries rather than worlds (Meyer, 2010) and Nutley et al. speak of communities; 
³NQRZOHGJe brokers) effectively construct a bridge between the research and policy 
communities" (Nutley et al, 2007, p. 63). Despite this interest in the boundary spanning and 
EURNHULQJQDWXUHRIWKHVHµLQEHWZHHQ¶UROHVBornbaum and colleagues (2015) highlight the lack 
of clear evidence on the effectiveness of the brokering role for knowledge translation.  
The attributes of those who broker and mobilise knowledge are also explored in the 
literature on KM. A number of qualities are highlighted as significant for those operating as a 
boundary spanner. Networking skills (Friend 1974, Hosking and Morley 1991) are commonly 
highlighted as central to the role given that the individual is often tasked with bringing disparate 
groups together to work towards a shared purpose. Entrepreneurial skills are also thought to be 
key resources for boundary-spanners (Williams 2002, Leadbeater and Goss 1998).  
More recently, research has begun to address the context for KM and explore the 
different barriers and enablers to successful KM in different environments. For example, Cooke 
(2005) discusses the need for financial resources and ensuring that individuals have dedicated 
time to undertake this work. Other authors, such as Long, Cunningham and Braithwaite (2013) 
talk about the qualitatLYHIHDWXUHVRIDQHQYLURQPHQWVXFKDVµWUXVW¶0F:LOOLDPDQGFROOHDJXHV
LGHQWLI\WKHQHHGIRUHTXDOLW\DQGDµOHYHOSOD\LQJILHOG¶VRWKDW.0FDQRFFXU(YLGHQFH
suggests the relationships and the dynamic between actors matters in knowledge mobilisation 
(Walter, Nutley, & Davies, 2003; Phipps, Jensen, & Myers, 2012; Lavis et al., 2002). Therefore, 
it is perhaps unsurprising that collaborative interventions and high quality interaction between 
those with different forms of knowledge are commonly identified as favourable conditions for 
KM, KT or research utilisation (for instance, (Walter et al., 2003).  
The PROP project focused on practitioner research as a mechanism for improving 
knowledge mobilisation. There is a burgeoning literature on practitioner-research in health and 
social care sectors (Arkins, 2011; Elliott, 2011; Gallagher et al., 2011; Harvey, Plummer, 
Pighills, & Pain, 2013; Mitchell, Lunt, & Shaw, 2010; Orr & Bennett, 2012; Pilkington, 2014; 
Shaw & Lunt, 2012; Skattebol & Arthur, 2014).  However, it is rare for the literature about 
practitioner-research to explicitly refer to KM, KE or KT, or explore the contribution of 
practitioner-research approaches to KM (Exceptions being: Casey, 2013; Smith et al., 2012; 
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Wilkinson, Gallagher, & Smith, 2012). 0LWFKHOOHWDOHVWLPDWHWKDWµSUDFWLWLRQHUUHVHDUFKLQ
social work probably occupies a major part of the total volume of research activity in this (social 
work) field¶ (2010, p. 8). This literature tends focus on the learning processes which enable 
practitioners to gain research skills and improve their individual capacity (Beddoe and 
Harrington, 2012; Boddy et al, 2012; McCrystal, 2000; Bond and Walton, 1998). Capacity 
development might include increased ability to produce peer-reviewed writing (Boddy et al, 
2012), increased research confidence (Beddoe and Harrington, 2012) and research specific skills 
(Lunt and Fouche, 2009). So in parallel to the KM literature, the work on practitioner research 
pays greatest attention to WKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VFDSDFLW\DQGVSHFLILFDOO\to the development of their 
research and analytical capacity, rather than their capacity to mobilise knowledge per se.  
Practitioner research programmes tend to make an assumption that practitioners who are 
DOVRUHVHDUFKHUVFDQKHOSFORVHWKHµWKHRU\WRSUDFWLFH¶JDSDQGFDQSULPDULO\GRVRWKURXJKWKHLU
individual capabilities. Where the literature explores the impact of practitioner research on wider 
environmental capacity, the focus tends to be on the organisational level (as opposed to, for 
instance, the sector or field). The benefits of practitioner research for practice organisations have 
EHHQLGHQWLILHGDVµKHOSLQJDQRUJDQLVDWLRQGHYHORSWKHFDSDFLW\IRUFULWLFDOLQTXLU\DQGDlearning 
RULHQWDWLRQ¶(Roper, 2002, p. 344) and supporting a wider research-mindedness in order to 
LPSURYHWKHXVHRIUHVHDUFKXQGHUWDNHQE\µRXWVLGHUV¶(Anderson & Jones, 2000, p. 430).  
In general, the benefits of practitioner research for academic partners is less well 
articulated in the literature. Current conceptualisations of the exchange process focus primarily 
RQµXSVNLOOLQJ¶SUDFWLWLRQHUVWRHQVXUHWKDWWKH\JDLQNQRZOHGJHRIWKH research process for the 
benefit of them as individuals and their organisations. Therefore, the focus is on the one-
directional transfer of knowledge from the academic to the practice community, rather than as a 
multi-directional exchange or a joint enquiry endeavour (Skattebol & Arthur, 2014 being a 
notable exception here). It is worth noting that the HOHYDWHGDWWHQWLRQDFFRUGHGWRµUHVHDUFK
LPSDFW¶ in the academy may be accompanied by a raised value for approaches like practitioner 
research, which strengthen the relationships and understanding between the academy and 
practice. This is indicated by Wilkinson, Gallagher and Smith who identify practitioner research 
DVKDYLQJ³SDUWLFXODUYDOXHIRUforging relationships between academics and SUDFWLWLRQHUV´
311) and potentially bring together two groups that are commonly viewed as separate µZRUOGV¶RI 
research, practice and policy (Shonkoff, 2000, p181).  
As discussed, where the literature about practitioner research considers its role in KM 
(though it rarely articulates this explicitly) it has a tendency to focus on how practitioners and 
their organisations can build their research capacity. We go on to suggest that this is an 
oversimplification of what happens, or can happen, through practitioner research in relation to 
KM.  
 
The PROP project  
The PROP project aimed to improve services and support for older people in Scotland 
through the vehicle of practitioner-led inquiry. Like other projects of this kind, we initially 
FRQFHSWXDOLVHGWKHLVVXHWREHDGGUHVVHGDVDµUHVHDUFKXWLOLVDWLRQ¶SUREOHPDQGVHWRXWWR
improve the volume and quality of research produced by those delivering health and social care 
for older people, (2) increase awareness of, and improve access to, research created by those 
involved in providing care for older people and (3) increase collaboration between researchers 
and practitioners in the production of new knowledge about health and social care for older 
people.   
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The PROP project brought together a team of practitioners in health and social care as 
well as academics and specialists in evidence-use and knowledge mobilisation. Our aim was to 
use practitioner research as a vehicle to improve KM, thus strengthening the use of knowledge in 
practice in order to support improvements for people accessing services and support. The project 
involved supporting a group of practitioners to undertake small work-based research projects 
and, as part of that, encouraging the mobilisation of the newly generated knowledge. Thirteen 
practitioners were recruited from a mix of public and third sector organisations across Scotland, 
and nine completed the project. These thirteen practitioners were recruited from a range of 
SUDFWLFHRUJDQLVDWLRQVDFURVV6FRWODQG$O]KHLPHU¶V6FRWODQG*ODVJRZ&LW\&RXQFLO0LGORWKLDQ
Council, NHS Lothian, VOCAL and West Lothian Council.1 Delivery of the project was 
between May 2012 and September 2013 and involved a partnership between the University of 
Edinburgh and IRISS (a third sector organisation which supports the use of knowledge and 
innovation across the social services in Scotland).2  
The project process involved identifying organisations with a focus on the delivery of 
services for older people and carers and an interest in improving practice through research; 
supporting the organisation to identify individual practitioners to undertake research projects; 
and helping these practitioners and their organisations to identify research priorities, formulate a 
research question, carry out a research project and mobilise research findings into practice.  
The support we provided included matching practitioners with a research mentor (from 
academia or practice), delivering research and knowledge exchange training sessions and 
supporting the practitioner to do research and engage with their organisation to mobilise the 
emerging evidence and knowledge. The project also involved facilitating the dissemination of 
WKHSUDFWLWLRQHU¶VUHVHDUFKILQGLQJV outwith their organisation; sharing the knowledge generated 
about practitioner research; and evaluating the overall impact of the PROP project.  
The details of this activity, and the outcomes it generated, are articulated in the 
accompanying logic model (Figure 1).   
 
[figure 1 here] 
 
Figure 1: PROP Logic Model  
 
Methods 
We adopted a process of evaluation called contribution analysis to evaluate our work 
(Mayne, 2001; Mayne, 2012; Morton, 2012). Contribution analysis (CA) is part of a family of 
theory-based evaluations (Weiss, 1998) and seeks to reveal the logic within a project and the 
implicit assumptions at work in both its design and delivery. CA uses a six-step process to 
develop and test a theory of change: (1) define the cause-effect issue to be addressed; (2) develop 
a theory of change and risks to its success; (3) generate evidence in response to the theory of 
                                                 
1 Colleagues from the Joint Improvement Team (JIT) and Scottish Care joined senior managers from 
some of the partner organisations to form a project steering group. Barchester Care and NHS Greater 
Glasgow and Clyde needed to step down from the project due to unforeseen circumstances for the 
practitioners they had identified to be involved in the project.    
2 The project was jointly led by Claire Lightowler (then employed by IRISS) and Heather Wilkinson 
(University of Edinburgh), and Catherine-Rose Stocks-Rankin was appointed as the research fellow 
for the project; collectively referred to as the project management team.   
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change; (4) assemble the contribution story, and outline the challenges to it; (5) seek out 
additional evidence; (6) revise and strengthen the contribution story.   
Our cause and effect questions were: (a) what was the impact of the research-training 
programme on the practitioners who took part and (b) what was the impact of the knowledge 
mobilisation process (designed to mobilise new research evidence into practice) within the 
participating organisations? We developed a two-part, nested, theory of change to answer these 
questions (see Diagram 1 for the associated logic model). Part one, describes the impact journey 
of the practitioner-research programme, including the research training, mentorship and support 
for practitioner-researchers. Part two describes, the impact journey of the knowledge 
mobilisation process, including development of knowledge exchange networks and engagement 
strategies which might support the use of the research and enable a culture of research in the 
partner organisations on this project.   
Data were gathered in line with this nested theory of change. We employed a mixed-
method approach and applied a range of data collection strategies. To capture impact outcomes, 
we focused on changes in individual practitioner capacity and used a baseline and follow-up 
TXHVWLRQQDLUHZLWKDPL[RIRSHQDQGFORVHGTXHVWLRQVWRXQGHUVWDQGSUDFWLWLRQHU¶V
understanding of, and confidence with, research, as well as any changes which seemed to occur 
as a result of the programme. To capture process outcomes, we used a questionnaire (with open 
questions) and a follow-up focus group to capture inputs (skills and capacity), activities (research 
and knowledge mobilisation processes), the kind and quality of engagement and any additional 
changes that occurred as a result of the programme. Process outcomes were also captured 
through participant feedback at each of the six training events we delivered. Feedback included 
group reflection (on progress and needs) and questionnaires (on the success of the training 
sessions). Organisational perspectives on research and evidence were captured through group 
discussion at our knowledge exchange events and an additional organisational questionnaire. 
Process outcomes were also augmented by a series of questionnaires for the mentors on this 
project, which were delivered at three intervals.   
These data are augmented by our own reflective practice, which we developed on three 
writing retreats, each of which enabled the project team to reflect on the design, delivery and 
short-term impacts of the programme. We captured our reflections through two internal 
questionnaires designed to test our assumptions and reveal risks and enablers. Further, we have 
reflected on our initial account of the impact of PROP (See Stocks-Rankin, Lightowler, 
Wilkinson, & Morton, 2014; Stocks-Rankin, Wilkinson, Lightowler, & Morton, 2014), which we 
have revisited in light of our understanding of the literature on knowledge mobilisation. We 
suggest that this approach of drawing on a range of forms of knowledge, including our own 
experience and reflection, has been a critical element in enabling the development of this more 
holistic model of KM.  
Each of the nine practitioners who participated in PROP undertook an ethics approval 
process. Four practitioners received approval from the University of Edinburgh, one practitioner 
recHLYHGDSSURYDOIURP1+66FRWODQG¶VHWKLFVDSSURYDOERDUGDQGIRXUDdditional practitioners 
gained approval from their own organisation. We supported two of these partner organisations to 
design and implement an ethics policy, and approval process, for research.  
Reflection is a core part of the ethics process we applied to this research. KM is an 
emergent field requiring an iterative approach that is responsive to the actors involved, their 
context, the mechanism they deploy and they knowledge form that is being mobilised. In the 
VSLULWRIWKDWFRPSOH[LW\ZHXVHGUHIOHFWLYHSUDFWLFHWR³PDNHVHQVHRIXQFHUWDLQW\´DQGHQVXUH
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ZHKDGWKH³FRXUDJHWRZRUNFRPSHWHQWO\DQGHWKLFDOO\DWWKHHGJHRIRUGHUDQGFKDRV´*KD\H
2000, p7). Drawing on Schön (1999), we suggest that reflective practice is an approach that 
ensures robust sensemaking and ethical action. We adopted this approach in place of the 
University of Edinburgh ethics process, which we note was not required as part of our KM work. 
Knowledge mobilisation projects ± even those that include an element of research ± seem to be 
situated outside traditional research ethics frameworks. As the field of KM grows, the particular 
ethics of KM will need to be developed. 
The CA evaluation methodology encourages reflection as it requires partners to 
collaboratively develop the theory of change and openly discuss process and progress along the 
way. This collaboration is one of the more valued aspects of the contribution analysis 
methodology (Wimbush, Montague and Mulherin, 2012). Coupled with robust evidence- 
gathering, we have found that this reflective approach to evaluation can also generate new 
theoretical understandings of the change process. This paper is evidence of that theory-building.  
The PROP theory of change was developed abductively, using the evidence from existing 
practitioner-research programmes to define process and impact outcomes and the experiential 
knowledge of people involved in the delivery of the PROP project (participants, project leads, 
mentors and the advisory group) to develop these outcomes and refine the mechanisms for 
change. Due to the reflexive nature of this theory-building process, we were able to test the 
assumptions inherent in the practitioner-research model and identify gaps in the existing theory 
around the impacts of practitioner-research programmes like PROP. In this paper, we present the 
output of that reflective process and abductive theory-building, in the form of a new holistic 
model for KM. 
 
Findings 
The evidence generated through the PROP project adds weight to the argument about 
practitioner research having an important role to play in developing the individual capacity of 
practitioners. Nine practitioners completed the PROP project. All nine reported increased 
confidence in using and producing research; an increase in their ability to do research; and 
increased capacity for reflective practice. However only two of the six partner organisations 
reported changes within their organisation. It is this gap between individual gains and the 
mobilistation of knowledge into practice that we explore in this section.  
Practitioners reported that they had acquired a range of new skills to carry out their own 
research (e.g. knowledge of research design, ethics, methods, consent, analysis and writing 
research reports) as well as skills to share their knowledge (e.g. social media and presentation 
skills). Prior to joining the PROP project, seven of the nine practitioners had direct experience of 
engaging with research. Despite a high level of experience in the form of MSc qualifications, or 
specialist training, most of the practitioners did not feel confident in their ability to undertake a 
research project. Only two of the nine practitioners were reasonably, or very confident, in their 
research abilities. This highlights that skills development is only one part of a successful 
practitioner research programme. Energy needs to be directed towards providing the practitioner 
with opportunities to utilise research skills within their organisation, combined with a supportive 
environment to explore the barriers and issues along the way.  
The production of the eight completed research projects is the most convincing evidence 
of the practiWLRQHUV¶DFWXDOUHVHDUFKVNLOOV (with one of the projects being joint research by two 
practitioners). Collectively, this research provides valuable new evidence to health and social 
care practice in Scotland. These research projects explored: ROGHUSHRSOH¶VDWWLWXGHVWRZards the 
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label of vulnerability; outcomes-focused approaches to working with carers; early stage support 
for people with dementia; the experience of patients who are moved from ward to ward in a 
hospital; the impact of music on people with a dignaosis of dementia; reablement training for 
staff working with older people; the introduction of an assessment at home pathway for older 
people leaving acute care; and the knowledge about the comprehensive geriatric assessment 
process amongst nurses working in admission and assessment (for further information about each 
project see http://blogs.iriss.org.uk/prop/).  
Formal outputs for this research includes: summary postcards, peer-reviewed research 
reports, a summary booklet, and a special issue of the Journal of Integrated Care (featuring the 
three papers by practitioners involved in the PROP project). Outputs differ between practitioners, 
reflecting the different capacities (particularly time) within the cohort. Each of the five project 
reports was reviewed by both the project team and a mentor on the project who gave constructive 
criticism in order to improve the rigour of the research. Additionally, the three research papers 
which make-up the bulk of the special issue were formally peer-reviewed.  
In addition to an increase in skills and confidence, practitioners also gained new insights 
into their own practice through the reflective process that accompanied their research activities.  
2QHSUDFWLWLRQHUQRWHGWKHµUH-ERRW¶HIIHFWWKDWUHVHDUFKKDVKDGRQKHUSUDFWLFH³µA change is as 
JRRGDVDUHVW¶² LW¶VUHPLQGHGPHWRQRWMXVWZRUNRQDSURGXFWLRQOLQHEXWWRVSHDNDERXWDQG
up to try and work to my own standards/values and ethics as opposed to the demands of the 
machine´ThesHJDLQVDUHUHIOHFWHGLQDQRWKHUSUDFWLWLRQHU¶VREVHUYDWLRQVDERXWKHURZQ
GHYHORSPHQW³personally I have found participating in this a confidence boost on a personal 
and professional level «I have a keen interest in research and would be interested in doing 
more in the future´.   
We were aware that practitioners face particular organisational barriers to accessing, let 
alone understanding and using, research evidence. Practitioners rarely have permissions to access 
research materials, time to engage in conducting research, and they have limited capacity to 
share their knowledge or support its use in other services or organisations (Nutley, Walter and 
Davies, 2007). In addition, the significance of environmental context for knowledge mobilisation 
is well documented in the literature, with common barriers including dedicated time, buy-in from 
organisational leadership and access to support (Nutley, 2003; Buckley, 2009; Ritter, 2009; 
Gambrill, 2006). We certainly experienced these issues on the PROP project with some 
practitioners experiencing strong champions within their organisation and management, while 
others struggled to secure buy-in from their organisation. For example, one practitioner noted 
some of the personal gains she received, whilst also querying the role of her organisation in 
taking the work forward:  
 
,¶YHEHFRPHPRUHPRWLYDWHG,¶YHHQJDJHGZLWKWKHDFDGHPLFSURFHVVDQG
using my skills and experience in a different way. 0\SUDFWLFH«LVPRUH
informed and I value the importance of being aware of KRZ,HQJDJH«
Slightly more apathetic about [my organisation] and apparent lack of 
LQYHVWPHQWUKHWRULFIURPZKHUH,¶PVLWWLQJ 
 
:KHQDVNHGZKDWKHOSHGRUKLQGHUHGWKHUHVHDUFKSURFHVVRQHSUDFWLWLRQHUFRPPHQWHG³Lack of 
support from my management. Lack of time to carry out project´(practitioner-researcher).  The 
group also encountered a range of challenges and risks to doing and sharing their research: 
³upsetting individuals / organisations ± making them defensive and MORE resistant to change´
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(impact questionnaire). 7KLVULVNZDVHFKRHGE\DQRWKHUSUDFWLWLRQHUZKRVXJJHVWHGWKDW³people 
who invested in the project might not like the findings - it takes my focus away from practice and 
my caseload´(practitioner-researcher).   
All of the practitioners involved in PROP found it challenging to create protected time for 
research and all nine worked in their own time to complete their projects. This challenge 
occurred even though each of the partner organisations had offered guaranteed time for 
practitioners to undertake their research. The gap between the offer of protected time and 
SUDFWLWLRQHUV¶DELOLW\WRWDNHWKDW time is striking. Only two of the nine practitioners were able to 
reduce their caseload to accommodate the project. Given the demands of practice, three of the 
PROP practitioners were not able to complete their final reports. After the research was 
complete, all of the PROP practitioners expressed feeling a need to get back to their real jobs in 
service delivery. 
The challenges that practitioners faced during the research phase of the project increased 
during their efforts to mobilise their newly acquired knowledge and evidence for the benefit of 
practice. We supported practitioners to develop knowledge mobilisation plans, including a 
stakeholder map of evidence champions and knowledge brokers in their organisation and we 
IDFLOLWDWHGDZRUNVKRSRQµFUHDWLQJFKDQJHWKURXJKUHVHDUFK¶ZKLFKXVHGFRQWULEXWLRQDQDO\VLVDV
a framework to support evidence into action. However, we also note that our project design 
placed a greater emphasis on research production over mobilisation. Practitioners discussed their 
plans for knowledge mobilisation on the blog 
(http://blogs.iriss.org.uk/prop/2013/05/22/presentations-from-the-may-ke-event/) and in their 
research reports (http://blogs.iriss.org.uk/prop/2013/09/12/practitioner-research-reports-
available-for-download/). However, when the research work was completed, SUDFWLWLRQHUV¶KHOG
the view that they were expected (and wanted) to get back to their regular practice. Few were 
able to take on specific mobilisation work as part of their role. This highlights the limits of 
improving individual capacity without a broader organisational commitment or environmental 
context which values and supports KM. 
In terms of organisational research capacity, three of the participating organisations, 
Alzheimer Scotland, Midlothian Council, and VOCAL were supported to create ethical approval 
procedures in their organsation as part of the PROP project. Four of the nine practitioners on 
PROP were able to receive approval for their research through these newly designed systems (the 
remaining five received ethical approval through existing processes within their organisation or 
the University). This capacity development is an important longer-term resource for the 
production of research, but does not necessarily support the mobilisation of evidence into 
practice.  
At the end of the project, only two of the six partner organisations involved in PROP 
reported gaining new knowledge to support service re-design. Likewise, only two participating 
organisations reported an increase in reflective practice at a strategic level.   
 
Discussion  
The key knowledge mobilisation mechanism employed through PROP and in practitioner 
research more broadly is the practitioner researcher themselves. The exercise involves attempting 
to position people in the worlds of research and practice at the same time. This approach to KM 
is less about translating knowledge from one context to another, and much more about creating 
and mobilising knowledge. In PROP, SUDFWLWLRQHUVDQGPDQDJHUVEHFDPHµERXQGDU\-VSDQQHUV¶
occupying a hybrid-space between research and practice during the life of the project.  
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PROP clearly developed the capacity of the individual practitioners to engage with and 
undertake research. But, we suggest that we were less successful in supporting capacity within 
practitioners and their organisation to mobilise knowledge. Importantly, all of the practitioners 
on PROP described the value of the process and their own personal transformation. But, the 
barriers the practitioners faced were ones of time and organisational systems. Given the timeline 
of the project and the way the resources were allocated (in favour of research over KM), PROP 
achieved more success in developing individual capacity to do research over their ability to 
navigate a KM process.  
Practitioner research programmes tend to start from the idea that the purpose of the 
collaboration, and the activity to be undertaken, is research. %\SRVLWLRQLQJ³UHVHDUFK´DVWKH
vehicle for inquiry, those involved in these collaborations are positioned unequally, since only 
one group within the collaborators is bringing research expertise. Therefore, it is unsurprising 
WKDW³The practitioner may tend to view the academic as an expert ± immersed in the theoretical 
literature and bringing a toolkit of rigorous methodologies ± ZKRZLOOVROYHDQRUJDQLVDWLRQ¶V
problem´5RSHU339).   
Additionally, since it is the practitioner who LVµGRLQJ¶WKHUHVHDUFKWKHUHLVDJHQHUDO
assumption that the practitioners are doing the majority of the learning, with the academics or 
researchers positioned in a supportive, nurturing and facilitation role. In PROP, this can clearly 
be seen in our overt characterisation of practitioner and mentor roles (researchers based in 
practice or academic settings whose role was to support the practitioner). Therefore, there is 
perhaps a tendency for practitioner research programmes to focus on being a (very good) 
mechanism for knowledge transfer, transferring research knowledge from the researcher down to 
the practitioner, but this potentially misses some of the knowledge exchange benefits which may 
come from a more mutual exchange of equals.    
In reflecting on this issue, we realise that we started with the idea that the lack of research 
use was the µSUREOHP¶DQGWKDWUHVROYLQJWKLVLVVXHZRXOG contribute to improving support for 
older people. With hindsight, our proposed approach situated research as the prime, if not sole 
focus, of knowledge exchange activity. We have come to realise that whilst achieving significant 
research capacity changes on the individual and some moderate change on organisational level, 
our framing of the issue in this way limited the possibilities for mobilising knowledge. We 
therefore identified that we needed a more holistic model of knowledge mobilisation to account 
for the complexity of what happensRUGRHVQ¶WKDSSHQ during mobilisation activities. The final 
sections of this paper set out what we consider to be a holistic model of knowledge mobilisation. 
It builds on the existing literature within KM as well as our findings from the PROP project. 
 
A holistic knowledge mobilisation model 
We propose a model of knowledge mobilisation in health and social care. Our model 
consists of five components: Actors, Environment, Knowledge content and type; 
Mechanisms for mobilising knowledge; Principles and values. As practitioners of KM, we 
know that the mechanisms of KM are rooted in a particular place and time ± that the individuals, 
groups or organisations involved bring their own history, capacity and interests. We know that 
the form of knowledge being mobilised matters and that the choice of mobilisation strategy 
VKRXOGILWZLWKWKHVHDWWULEXWHV%XWZHGRQ¶W\HWKDYHDPRGHOZKLFKFDSWXUHVWKHUHODWLRQVKLSV
EHWZHHQWKHHOHPHQWVRI.0$VDUHVXOWZHFRQWLQXHWRWHOOµSDUW¶RIWKHVWRU\UDWKHUWKDQ
examining the interactions across the whole. Our experience of KM ± as practitioners of 
mobilisation in a variety of contexts and researchers tasked with examining its role and impact ± 
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suggests that a more nuanced framework is needed to (a) capture robust evidence on the process 
and impact of KM and (b) ensure that the planning of KM takes appropriate account of its 
complexity.  
We suggest that the relationships within and between these different elements are critical 
to the impact of KM activities. The knowledge mobilisation model we have created draws on a 
wide range of literature, models and thinking about different aspects of KM, which we reference 
below. It focuses on trying to identify and integrate multiple components to aid understanding 
about the whole picture. Our thinking has been informed by those who have attempted to look at 
the whole picture or the relationships around knowledge mobilisation, what some call the 
³FROODERUDWLYHHQWDQJOHPHQW´RI.0(Bennet & Bennet, 2007, p. 48). We have been particularly 
LQVSLUHGE\%R]HPDQ¶VµILYHGLPHQVLRQVRIWKHWHFKQRlogy transfer HQYLURQPHQW¶$lthough 
Bozeman focused on knowledge transfer, it was an attempt to describe the whole, and took 
account of the actor, their environment, the KM mechanism and the form of knowledge being 
mobilised (Bozeman, 2000, p. 637)%R]HPDQ¶VPRGHOXVHIXOO\DUWLFXODWHVDKROLVWLFZD\RI
thinking about knowledge transfer, though there are limits for its application to health and social 
care (Kitagawa & Lightowler, 2013, p. 3). Below we discuss our evolution of this thinking, 
giving detail about each of the proposed elements and a summary of literature which supports 
their inclusion in this model of KM. 
1. Actors 
This refers to those actors (e.g. people, organisations, partnerships) involved in KM, their 
characteristics and their capacity ± including knowledge and skills ± for knowledge mobilisation. 
We use the term actor to mean both an individual and at times a group or an organisation if they 
share characteristics or capacity. Much of the KM literature identifies characteristics and 
capacity as a key feature of KM. Actors are often defined in terms of their skills. For example, 
networking skills (Friend 1974, Hosking and Morley 1991) are thought to be key qualities as 
these individuals are often tasked with bringing disparate groups together to work towards a 
shared purpose. Likewise, entrepreneurial skills are also thought to be key resources for 
boundary-spanners (Williams 2002, Leadbeater and Goss 1998). Alongside skills, actors are also 
described in terms of their ability to influence (e.g. Flodgren et al 2011, McCormack et al 2013). 
In addition to the focus on capacity, the literature also suggests the relationships and the 
dynamic between actors matter in knowledge mobilisation (Walter et al., 2003); (Phipps, Jensen, 
& Myers, 2012). High quality interaction between those with different forms of knowledge are 
commonly identified as favourable conditions for KM, KT or research utilisation (for instance, 
(Walter et al., 2003). This linkage and exchange between people is a key component of more 
dynamic non-linear knowledge exchange frameworks (Ward, House, &  Hamer, 2009). 
However, actors in the KM process tend to be defined in two ways: agents of the 
transfer/brokerage and recipients. We suggest that these roles are too narrow and one-sided. The 
PROP project shows that we are all capable of being both a producer and recipient of knowledge, 
often at the same point in time. We suggest, therefore, that the capacity of actors to mobilise 
knowledge is more apt and helps to move beyond the binary of knowledge producers or users. 
2. Environment 
In our model the environment is the social, economic and cultural context in which 
teams, organisations, communities and structures exist and mobilise knowledge. We find it 
helpful to separate the wider environmental conditions from the capacity of actors in our model. 
In this we take inspiration from the work of Walter et al (2004) who developed a typology to 
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explain different kinds of research-use in social care. Importantly, this model focuses on the 
systems and processes that surround research-use. For example the µHPEHGGHGUHVHDUFKPRGHO¶
in which knowledge from research is embedded into systems and processes, and the 
µRUJDQLVDWLRQDOH[FHOOHQFHPRGHO¶LQZKLch the focus is on research-minded organisational 
cultures and connections between research institutions and (in this case) social care organisations 
(Walter et al., 2004).  
The barriers and enablers to successful KM in different environments are also a recent 
feature of the literature. For example, Cooke (2005) discusses the need for financial resources in 
the environment which support research and KM and ensure that individuals have dedicated time 
to undertake this work. Other authors, such as Long, Cunningham and Braithwaite (2013) talk 
DERXWWKHTXDOLWDWLYHIHDWXUHVRIDQHQYLURQPHQWVXFKDVµWUXVW¶0F:LOOLDPDQGFROOHDJXHV
WDONDERXWWKHQHHGIRUHTXDOLW\DQGDµOHYHOSOD\LQJILHOG¶VRWKDW.0FDQRFFXU7KLV
acknowledges that people operate in wider cultures, systems and processes, and that capacity can 
be developed at this level as well as through developing individuals. Findings from the PROP 
project show that building individual capacity is not enough to encourage successful KM, 
account needs to be taken of the barriers and enablers within the environment as well.  
3. Knowledge content and type 
In our view, the type of knowledge can include an idea, way of thinking as well as 
research evidence, practice wisdom, and the experiences of people. For instDQFH+HURQ¶V(1996) 
work on extended epistemology highlighted that you can know by direct experience 
(experiential); by experiencing meaning and significance expressed by others through dance, 
drama, writings and so on (presentational); through ideas and theories (propositional); and from 
knowing how to do something as a skill (practical+HURQ¶VW\SRORJ\LVRQHRIPDQ\Another 
example is 1RQDND¶V) exploration of tacit and explicit knowledge, a conceptualisation 
which suggests knowledge is on the one hand active, contextual and personal (implicit) and on 
the other fixed and codified (explicit).  
This discussion of tacit and explicit knowledge reveals the importance of relationships to 
knowledge production. Relationships facilitate the production of knowledge because they 
provide an interface between the personal and the social. For example, the interaction between an 
LQGLYLGXDO¶VNQRZOHGJHDQGWKHVocial relations which surrounds them is thought to produce 
organisational knowledge (Nonaka 1994, Brown and Duguid 1998). Lam (2000) explores the 
LQGLYLGXDODQGFROOHFWLYHIRUPVRINQRZOHGJHDQGH[SDQGV1RQDND¶VDSSURDFKE\SURYLGLQJD
framework which shows the relationship between knowledge at the cognitive, organisational and 
societal level. Four knowledge types: embrained, embodied, encoded and embedded are 
examined at each level, showing the different macro, meso and micro conditions for knowledge 
production and use. Building on this work, Freeman and Sturdy (2015) focus on the nature of 
knowledge and its likeness to solid, liquid and gaseous elements, suggesting that it has three 
types: embodied, inscribed and enacted, each of which can be transformed one into another.  
Rarely are these typologies or perspectives on knowledge type included in an exploration 
of KM. We suggest that our framework offers KM practitioners the necessary prompt to explore 
the nature of the knowledge that is being mobilised so that this rich theoretical tradition can be 
drawn into the everyday practice of KM. The PROP project showed us the significance of 
practitioner-based knowledge and its hybridity between research evidence and practice wisdom.  
Likewise, the actual content of the knowledge can play a significant role in mobilisation 
process. For instance, knowledge which is challenging to an organisational culture may have a 
different mobilisation journey to knowledge which supports existing thinking. For example, 
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Scott-6DPXHODQG6PLWKGHVFULEHWKHSUHYDOHQFHRIµGRZQVWUHDPDSSURDFKHV¶HJ
behaviouralist interventions) in public health policy and delivery, despite the evidence which 
VXJJHVWVWKDWµXSVWUHDP¶DSSURDFKHVDUHWKHPost likely to be effective.  Here instrumental 
knowledge may be mobilised differently from more conceptual knowledge ± which can take time 
to permeate structures like funding bodies, government policy departments and even the peer-
reviewed evidence base (Weiss 1979). An analysis of the content of knowledge in relationship to 
the other elements of this model can significantly refine the KM processes. We suggest that more 
thorough analysis of this particular feature could have strengthened our approach to the PROP 
project.  
 
4. Mechanisms for mobilising knowledge 
This element of the model refers to the activities undertaken to share knowledge and 
enable it to be used. This includes dissemination, linkage, exchange, translation, co-production 
and collaboration, commercialisation (turning knowledge into products), knowledge brokerage, 
capacity building and of course practitioner research. At its simplest, this can include 
conversation or writing an article.  In analysing their survey of KM organisations Davies et al. 
helpfully identify six categories of KM activity: push activities (creating and disseminating 
products/resources); pull activities (creating knowledge demand or building knowledge 
capacity); linkage and exchange (more interactive approaches); other activities involving 
practitioners or policy makers; activities involving service users or members of the public; 
advocating and advancing knowledge mobilisation (2015, p. 97). Similarly, Ward et al. identify 
three key roles being performed by those involved in brokering knowledge: information 
management (helping people find, package and disseminate information), linkage and exchange, 
and capacity building (helping people develop their capacity to exchange and mobilise 
knowledge in the future) (Ward et al., 2009).  
Nutley et al identified a range of strategies to increase research impact: dissemination, 
educational interventions, social influence interventions, reinforcement strategies (feedback on 
behaviour to encourage change), incentives (reward/encouragement for research impact or best 
practice), collaborations between researchers and users and facilitation (Nutley, 2003). However, 
a consistent finding from the OLWHUDWXUHLVWKDWµPXOWLIDFHWHGDQGRUJDQLVDWLRQDOO\IRFXVHG
approaches ± those which deploy two or more specific interventions (such as education and 
reinforcement) ± DUHPRUHHIIHFWLYHWKDQVLQJOHLQWHUYHQWLRQVDORQH¶ (Nutley, 2003, p. 9). For any 
of these strategies to work, though, issues such as enthusiasm, credibility and leadership are key. 
Thus, effective mechanisms for mobilising knowledge in and of themselves are thought to be 
necessary but not, in and of themselves, sufficient (Nutley, 2003). Whist we were aware of and 
attempted to harness the recommendations in this literature throughout the PROP project, we 
suggest that the mobilisation process is better understood when considered in light of the other 
elements of this model.  
5. Principles and values 
We note that a discussion of the values within the KM process is rare in the literature. 
Values are mentioned within some of the tools that have been developed for KM. For example, 
Ward and colleagues (2014) include a question about values in their resource on networks and 
KM. Likewise Ward and coOOHDJXHVSURPSWUHVHDUFKSURGXFHUVWRWKLQNRIWKHXVHU¶V
values and norms in their examination of knowledge transfer. Too often, though, values seem to 
DSSHDULQIUDPHZRUNVDERXWWKHµFRQWH[W¶RI.0 
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The values that underpin the production of research ± as well as its use ± are highly 
UHOHYDQWWRWKHDFWLYLWLHVRI.0)RUH[DPSOH)O\YEMHUJVXJJHVWVWKDW³ZH must focus on 
issues of context, values, and power, as advocated by great social scientists from Aristotle and 
Machiavelli to Max Weber DQG3LHUUH%RXUGLHX´LQRUGHUWRDUULYHDWUHVHDUFK³WKDWPDWWHUV´
S)O\YEMHUJ¶VLQWHUHVWLQ³VSHFLILFYDOXHVDQGLQWHUHVWVLQWKHFRQWH[WRISDUWLFXODU
SRZHUUHODWLRQV´SLVFRUHWRRXUDSSURDFKWR.0 
But, the values underpinning the mobilisation itself are rarely explored ± this observation 
has implications for the ethics of the KM process and the transparency of both power and needs 
within the interactive dynamics which create the conditions for successful KM. A useful 
exploration of this interaction can be found in 6PLWK¶V (2013) theory of institutional, 
critical/charismatic, and chameleonic ideas (see also Smith 2007 and 2014). ,Q6PLWK¶s analysis, 
evidence producers and evidence users work may draw on particular political, ideological and/or 
epistemological values in their work; an interaction which may in turn influence the production 
of research as well as their willingness to make use of it.  
In our experience, the values that underpin the KM process are as important as those that 
informed the research process. Why knowledge is being created, shared and used/not used, or 
why others want it to be so, are important aspects influencing KM. For instance, if knowledge 
mobilisation strategies are driven by a desire to cut costs they may be treated differently by the 
actors involved than if the underpinning principles are around improving outcomes for 
individuals.  
Taking these elements together, we have found that this, more holistic, KM model has 
enhanced our understanding of the impact of the PROP project and crucially how the impact 
could have been strengthened. We would argue that this model has utility as a descriptive tool to 
explain the range of influences on knowledge mobilisation in any given context and that it can 
also be used as a more prescriptive checklist to assess whether knowledge mobilisation initatives 
have considered the holistic environment in which they operate. The model can therefore also be 
used as a guide or a checklist when planning and evaluating KM activities.  
 
Conclusions 
Despite attention being paid to practitioner research and to knowledge mobilisation 
separately, the potential contribution that practitioner research can make to mobilising 
knowledge has been somewhat ignored. Given the boundary spanning nature of practitioner-
research and practitioner-researchers, there is a strong argument for paying greater attention to 
practitioner research to strengthen collaborative engagement between practice and research, and 
thus to improve both research and practice.  
In this research, we sought to bridge the fields of KM and PR. In so doing, we have been 
able to see the strengths ± and some possible weaknesses ± in both approaches. For example, our 
findings suggest beginning with an assumption that a lack of research is the µissue to be 
addressed¶ potentially focuses attention on building research skills and knowledge to the 
detriment of improving practice skills and knowledge. This can result in an imbalance in the 
exchange of knowledge, prejudicing the research-based knowledge as the superior knowledge 
being shared through the process. Of course, in reality, when researchers and practitioners come 
together, there will be mutual learning, but, by stDUWLQJIURPWKHµUHVHDUFK¶ZRUOGRUOHQV, 
opportunities for sharing practice-based knowledge through the initiative are potentially missed. 
Whilst not underplaying the significant impacts that our practitioner research programme had in 
terms of building individual and organisational knowledge and capacity, particularly around 
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research, the evaluation evidence revealed limited success in terms of actual practice change and 
WKDWSUDFWLWLRQHU¶VVWUXJJOHGWRVXSSRUWWKHXVHRIWKHNQRZOHGJHWKH\KDGJHQHUDWHGRnce they 
got back to their (very busy) day jobs. We are left therefore with the realisation that we could 
have done more to maximise the full potential of practitioner research as a vehicle for knowledge 
mobilisation because we did not fully think through everything that needs to be in place to 
effectively mobilise knowledge.  
The holistic model of knowledge mobilisation we propose identified that without the 
right actors involved (and the right relationships between them); a supportive environmental 
context; the content and type of knowledge being appropriate/applicable/acceptable; effective 
mechanisms for mobilising the knowledge; and principles and values which are aligned to the 
actors, environment and knowledge involved; the extent to which knowledge is mobilised will be 
reduced. On the contrary then, if we want to adeptly mobilise knowledge then paying attention to 
the actors, environment, knowledge content and type, the mechanisms and, the principles and 
values underpinning this work will help to maximise the impact of the knowledge under 
consideration. We suggest that as well as providing a useful planning framework for KM 
initiatives, this model also offers a useful evaluation framework to think about how the different 
elements in the model affected the mobilisation of knowledge in a particular context or scenario. 
This model is not in opposition to other models or frameworks, rather, it is an attempt to 
bring together, and provide a framework for the exciting diversity of existing work in this field. 
There is a wealth of extremely useful literature about the different elements of knowledge 
mobilisation but by failing to think through the whole picture we missed something very 
important in our work, and we imagine that other people might be doing the same. We suggest 
that the current literature tends to focus primarily on one or some of these elements together ± 
and yet practice of KM encounters all of these elements. We offer this model as a proposition. 
We are very conscious of offering yet another unevaluated model of knowledge mobilisation to 
an already clustered landscape, however, we needed to develop this holistic model in order to 
fully understand where we went wrong, and what we need to think about in the future when 
involved in seeking to support KM.  
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